Rapid phenotypic adaptation is often observed in natural populations and selection experi-2 ments. However, detecting the genome-wide impact of this selection is difficult, since adaptation 3 often proceeds from standing variation and selection on highly polygenic traits, both of which 4 may leave faint genomic signals indistinguishable from a noisy background of genetic drift.
2 Results 73 We first analyzed Barghi et al. (2019) , an evolve-and-resequence study with ten replicate popula- change: the ratio of total covariance in allele frequency change to the total variance in allele 110 frequency change. We denote the change in allele frequency as ∆p t = p t+1 −p t , where p t is the allele 111 frequency in generation t. Since the total variation in allele frequency change can be partitioned 112 into variance and covariance components, 
which estimates the effect of selection on allele frequency change between the initial generation 0 117 and some later generation t, which can be varied to see how this quantity grows through time.
Since Barghi et al. (2019) experiment is sequenced every ten generations, in the numerator for the covariance we use the allele frequency changes between adjacent timepoints, which are ten 120 generations apart. Consequently, this leads our measure G(t) to be strongly conservative, since the 121 temporal covariances within each ten-generation block are not directly observable, and thus are not 122 included in the numerator of G(t). Still, we find a remarkably strong signal. Greater than 20% of 123 total, genome-wide allele frequency change over 60 generations is the result of selection (Figure 1 
where A and B here are two replicate labels, and for the Barghi et al. (2019) data, we use ∆ 10 p t .
144
We've calculated the convergent correlation for all rows of the replicate covariance matrices.
145
Like temporal covariances, we visualize these through time ( This suggests that while a reasonable fraction of the initial response is shared over the replicates, replicates.
155
A benefit of between-replicate covariances is that unlike temporal covariances, these can be that may be readily detected from temporal genomic data (Buffalo and Coop 2019). Depending on how many loci affect fitness, such a strong effect of linked selection may not be differentiable 258 from genetic drift using only single contemporary population samples or looking at at temporal 259 allele frequency change at each locus in isolation. In this way, averaging summaries of temporal 260 data allows us to sidestep the key problem of detecting selection from standing variation: that the 261 genomic footprint leaves too soft of a signature to differentiate from a background of genetic drift.
262
In fact we find that the temporal covariance signal is detectable even in the most extremely difficult 263 to detect soft sweep case: polygenic selection on highly polygenic traits (Buffalo and Coop 2019).
264
It is worth building some intuition why temporal covariance allows us to detect such faint signals populations. Adapting these methods to natural populations will require either populations that 303 are reasonably closed to migration, or for the effect of migration to be accounted for possibly either 304 by knowledge of allele frequencies in source populations or the identification of migrant individuals.
305
While it challenging to apply temporal methods to natural populations there is a lot of promise 
Each allele frequency change is equally like to be positive as it is to be negative; thus by 472 symmetry this second term is zero. Additionally Var(p 0 ) = 0, as we treat p 0 as a fixed initial 473 frequency. We can write,
The second term, the cumulative impact of variance in allele frequency change can be partitioned 
where ∆ H p t and ∆ D p t indicate the allele frequency change due to heritable fitness variation and 477 drift respectively. Then, sum of drift variances in allele frequency change is
replacing the heterozygosity in generation i with its expectation, we have
which is the usual variance in allele frequency change due to drift. Then, the total allele frequency change from generations 0 to t is Var( p t − p 0 ) = Var( p t ) + Var( p 0 ) − 2 Cov( p t , p 0 ), where the 481 covariance depends on the nature of the sampling plan (see Nei and Tajima 1981; Waples 1989).
482
In the case where there is heritable variation for fitness, and using the fact that Cov( p t , p 0 ) = 483 p 0 (1−p 0 ) /2N for Plan I sampling procedures (Waples 1989), we write,
where C = 1 if Plan I is used, and C = 0 if Plan II is used (see Waples 1989, p. 380 and Figure   485 1 for a description of these sampling procedures; throughout the paper we use sampling Plan II).
486
Rearranging, we can create a bias-corrected estimator for the population variance in allele frequency 487 change, and replace all population heterozygosity terms with the unbiased sample estimators, e.g. 490 Here, we extend the sampling bias correction described above to handle two binomial sampling where X t is the count of alleles and n t is the number of diploids sampled at time t. Then, these 494 individuals are sequenced at a depth of d t , and Y t ∼ Binom(d t , Xt /nt) reads have the tracked allele. 495 We let p t = Yt /dt be the observed sample allele frequency. Then, the sampling noise is sample proof), one can find that an unbiased estimator of the half the heterozygosity is
Correcting variance bias with individual and depth sampling processes
Replacing this unbiased estimator for half of the heterozygosity into our expression above, the total 499 sample variance is
Cov(∆p i , ∆p j ).
(26)
As with equation (18), we can rearrange this to get a biased-corrected estimate of the variance in 
where each submatrix Q ′ i,j (i ̸ = j) is the T × T sample replicate covariance matrix for replicates i and j, and the submatrices along the diagonal Q ′ r,r are the temporal covariance matrices for 527 replicate r. 528 Given the bias of the sample covariance of allele frequency changes, we calculated an expected 529 bias matrix B, averaging over loci,
where • denotes elementwise product, and h l , d l , and n l , are rows corresponding to locus l of 531 the unbiased heterozygosity arrays H, depth matrix D, and number of diploids matrix N. The 532 unbiased R × (T + 1) × L heterozygosity array can be calculated as 
where b r,t is element in row r and column t of B. Since each replicate population was sequenced every ten generations, the timepoints t 0 = 0 genera-541 tions, t 1 = 10 generations, t 2 = 20 generations, etc., lead to observed allele frequency changes across 542 ten generation blocks, ∆p t 0 , ∆p t 1 , . . . , ∆p t 6 . Consequently, the ten temporal covariance matrices 543 for each of the ten replicate populations have off-diagonal elements of the form Cov(∆p t 0 , paper are predominantly ratios, e.g. temporal-replicate covariance standardized by half the het-559 erozygosity, G(t) which is the ratio of covariance to total variance, and the convergence correlation 560 (equation (2)). In these cases, we can exploit the linearity of the expectation to make the bootstrap 561 procedure more computationally efficient, by pre-calculating the statistics of the ratio's numerator 562 and denominator, N (x i ) and D(x i ), on the data x i for all blocks i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , W } in the genome.
563
Then we draw W bootstrap samples with replacement, and compute the estimate for bootstrap 564 sample b with an average weighted by the fraction w i of total loci contained in each block,
Note that computing the ratio of averages rather than the average of a ratio is a practice common 
where θ is the estimate, and q x is bootstrap quantile for probability x. 570
Replicate G and Partitioning the Variance in Allele Frequency

571
We define a statistic similar to G for estimating the proportion of allele frequency change common 572 between two replicate populations due to linked selection. Covariance in allele frequency change 573 between two replicate populations is due to convergent selection pressure selecting haplotypes 574 shared between the two replicate populations, which acts to perturb linked neutral variation in 575 parallel way.
where E A̸ =B indicates that the expectation is taken over all ordered pairs of replicates (e.g. sum- 
where ∆ D p t,A is allele frequency change due to drift (this is specific to a replicate, and equal to 584 ∆ N p t,A + ∆ M p t,A in the notation of Buffalo and Coop 2019), ∆ U p t,A is the allele frequency change 585 from indirect selection specific to replicate A (and likewise with ∆ U p t,A for replicate B), and ∆ S p t 586 is the allele frequency change from indirect selection shared across the replicates A and B (this term 587 lacks a replicate subscript since by construction it is identical between replicates). By construction, 588 each of these terms is uncorrelated, so the variance and be written as:
The shared effects of indirect selection can be quantified from the observed allele frequency 
In artificial selection studies with a control (non-selected) line, such as the Castro et al. (2019) study, this allows us to estimate the contribution of the effects of shared and unique indirect 594 selection. In the case of this study, we can estimate the drift, unique selection effect, and shared 595 selection effect terms using the fact that,
Note that since the control replicate does not undergo artificial selection, we assume that its 597 allele frequency changes are determined entirely by genetic drift. With free mating individuals 598 (such as in a cage population), this may not be the case, and sequencing adjacent generations 599 would allow one to differentiate the effects of selection and drift.
600
We assume that we can approximate the contribution of genetic drift in the Longshanks se- 
we can also separate out the unique and shared components by subtracting off this covariance,
610
Var(∆ U p t,LS ) = (Var(∆p t,LS1 ) + Var(∆p t,LS2 ))/2 − Var(∆p t,Ctrl ) − Cov(∆p t,LS1 , ∆p t,LS2 ). (45)
Finally, we can divide each of these values by the total variance to get the proportion of total 611 variance drift, and unique and shared effects of selection contribute towards the total. To derive 612 confidence intervals for the estimates of unique and shared effects of selection, we use a block 613 bootstrap procedure as described in Supplementary Materials Section 1.2. 614
The Empirical Neutral Null Windowed Covariance Distribution
615
To detect an excess of genomic regions with unusually high or low covariances, we need to compare 616 the distribution of observed windowed covariances to a null distribution of windowed covariances 617 that we would expect under no selection. While we could construct a theoretic sampling distribution 618 of the spurious covariances created by neutral genetic drift at particular site, the unknown linkage disequilibrium between sites would mean that this is not an adequate null model for the distribution of windowed covariances in our data.
621
To address this limitation, we construct a neutral null model by sign-permuting the observed . Each covariance is labeled indicating whether the covariance is between two like seasonal transitions (e.g. the covariance between allele frequency changes from fall to spring in one year, and fall to spring in another) or two dislike seasons (e.g. the covariance between fall to spring in one year, and spring to fall in another year). Covariances between like transitions are expected to be positive when there is a genome-wide effect of fluctuating selection (and these labels are colored blue), while covariances between dislike transitions are expected to be negative (and these labels are colored red). 95% confidence intervals were constructed by a block-bootstrapping procedure where the blocks are megabase tiles. 688 We have investigated the effectiveness of our correction on real data by exploiting the relationship 689 between sampling depth and the magnitude of the variance and covariance biases, and comparing 690 the observed variances and covariances before and after correction. We plot the variance and 691 covariance (between adjacent timepoints) before and after the bias correction against the average 692 sample depth in 100kb genomic windows in Figure S5 . 
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Barghi et al. (2019) Trimmed Window Covariances
697
Here we report median and trimmed mean of the windowed covariances ( Supplementary Table S1 ).
698
We note that the median covariance is also limiting result of a trimmed mean that symmetrically 699 excludes the upper and lower α tails to calculate the trimmed average windowed covariance. As 
